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A 14-15-century painting depicting Nichiren, exhibited at the Kuonji Temple in Yamanashi, Japan, in the Commons, contains images and other files about the Buddhism of Nitiren Nichiren, born on February 16, 1222. It is called the nichiren Buddhist school, which follows the teachings of monk Nichiren
Daishonin, who lived in Japan in the 13th century. While in Lotus Sutra, Buddha delivers his teachings from an absolute, final point. What would be expressed in the passage from the Sutra Lotus: Among the sutras is the sovereign king. Nichiren Buddhism is the only doctrine that opens the way to
connecting with the Mystical Law, a universal law that means the source of life, wisdom and universal knowledge. Through this connection, all beings can achieve their enlightenment by establishing their harmony with the Law of the Universe. Another important theme of nichiren Buddhism is the use of
one mantra, Nam-mio-ho-ren-ge-kyo, which in simple translation means Dedicate me to the mystical law of the sutras of the beautiful law of the Lotus flower, but whose syllables unfold in other senses. According to the schools, the daimoku (as the mantra is called) by itself do away with the law of the
universe and awaken the nature of the Buddha in which he read. Therefore, another pillar of faith in Nichiren's teachings would be the power to reach the state of Buddha in present existence and, by spreading the teachings (Shakubuku), strive for world peace (cosen-rufu). Among the practices of this
Buddhist tradition are the recitation of the mantra Nam-mio-ho-ren-ge-kyo, a traditional mandala called Gohonzon, and the performance of two daily prayer ceremonies called Gongyo, in which excerpts from Lotus Sutra are read in his Japanese version. There are dozens of Nichiren Buddhism schools,
with significant doctrinal differences, mainly regarding the exact role of Nichiren. In primitive Buddhism hbs (Honmon Butsuru-Shu), Nichiren Grand Master Nitiren Daibossastu is recognized as the revived master Jyougyou Bossatsu, the original Bossatsu, who carried out the creation of the Religion of
Odaimoku, praying for the first time out loud, at the age of 32 years, April 28, 1253. Some, such as Nichiren Shu, refer to him as an important priest who has opened up true Buddhism to the population. Others, in particular the nichiren shosh, consider Nichiren the original Buddha of the Mapton era,
devoting his attention to him, rather than to other Buddhas, whose teachings would also become impractical and unadaptable to the time It must be emphasized that The Buddhism is based on the law of cause and effect, that is, on the relationship between the words, thoughts and actions of the individual



in relation to his present or future life state. According to this thought, everything a person enjoys positive or negative is the result of his karma, and can be positive or negative, changing depending on his actions, words and thoughts. See also the original Buddhism HBS (Honmon Butsuru-Shu) Dai-
Gohonzon Soka Gakkai (represented in Brazil BSGI) Nichiren Shoshu Nitiren Shu External Links Site of Seaside Buddhism HBS (Honmon Bootsuru-Shu) The site on Nichi Shoshu ren Official page Soka Gakkai International Official page of BSGI (Brazil Soka Gakkai International) Personal and unofficial
page of a member of BSGI (Brazil Soka Gakkai International) Buddhist Portal Received from Thanks for using our services. We are a non-profit group that manages this document-sharing service. We need your help to maintain and improve this site. To keep our site running, we need your help to cover
our server costs (about $500/m), a small donation will help us a lot. Please help us share our service with your friends. Nitiren Daishonin's Buddhism is based on the statement that all people have the potential to achieve enlightenment. This idea is the embodiment of Mahayana Buddhism, one of the two
main divisions of Buddhism. It originated in India after Sakyamuni's death, as a result of the movement to popularize the teachings of the Buddha. His disciples did not isolate themselves from society like some previous Buddhist groups. Instead, they fought to spread among the people and help others on
the path of enlightenment. Therefore, Mahayana is characterized by a spirit of benevolence and altruism. Mahayana Buddhism was introduced in China, where it spawned several sects. One of the most important was founded by Tientai (538-597), known as the Tendai sect. He teaches that Sutra Lotus is
the highest of all Mahayan sutras and that all things, both alive and inanimate, have a dormant potential for enlightenment. This doctrine led to a theory known as Itinen Sanzen. The doctrines of the Tendai sect were later developed and systematized by Miao-lo (711-782), the ninth religious leader of the
sect. Thientai Buddhism was introduced to Japan in the 9th century by Dengo Daishi, who studied his doctrines in China. Later, in the 13th century, Nitiren Daishonin studied at Mount Hiei. center of the Tendai sect in Japan, and came to the view that lotus sutra is the essence of all Buddhism. Soon after,
he began to preach the contents of what he had discovered. In accordance with your functions of the entire universe are subject to a single principle or law. Thanks to the understanding of this law, a person is able to reveal the hidden potential of his own life and achieve perfect harmony with his
surroundings. Nitiren Daishonin defined the universal law as Nam-myoho-reng-kyo, the formula that forms the basis of the Lotus Sutra and is known as Daimoku. In addition, he gave a nod to the law by ingesting it on a scroll - Gohonzon - so that people could realize the essence of Buddhist wisdom in
practice and thus achieve enlightenment. In a treatise entitled The True Object of Worship, he came to the conclusion that the faith and prayer of Nam-myoho-reng-kyo in gohonzon, which is the crystallization of universal law, will reveal the nature of the Buddha inherent in all individuals. All phenomena
are under the infallible law of cause and effect. Therefore, the state of life of being - its fate, in other words, is a consequence of all previous reasons. Through the prayer of Nam-myoho-reng-kyo, a person creates a higher cause that can compensate for the negative consequences of the past.
Enlightenment is neither mystical nor transcendent, as many suggest. Rather, it is a condition of maximum wisdom, vitality and good luck, in which a person can shape his own destiny, finding fullness in daily activities and understanding the mission of his life. The text is taken from the page of the book of
the scriptures of Nitiren Daishonin. 37 and 38 - Editorial Brazil Seikio Seikio budismo nitiren daishonin. budismo nitiren daishonin bsgi. budismo nitiren frases. budismo nitiren o que é. budismo nitiren daishonin o que é. budismo nitiren para iniciantes. budismo nitiren daisaku ikeda. budismo nitiren origem
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